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An overview of recent HCI works on XAI



What are human-centered 
approaches doing for XAI?



The quest for explainable AI (XAI) 
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A large collection of XAI algorithms: aiming to 
make models understandable





- How to make XAI human-centered? 

- What are the current trends and important problems? 

- How should AI and HCI communities work together?

What are human-centered 
approaches doing for XAI?



My lenses

(Cognitive) human-computer interaction


Intersecting with AI researchers and 
practitioners



https://aix360.mybluemix.net/



A growing number of XAI toolkits making XAI 
algorithms accessible for practitioners



XAI

Directly 
interpretable 

model

Post-hoc 
explainability

Explaining the 
model (global)

Explaining a 
decision (local)

Inspecting 
counterfactual

Check out our CHI2021 Course materials, with links to AIX360 code libraries:  
https://hcixaitutorial.github.io/ 12

Generalized Linear Rule Model

Model distillation Feature importance Counterfactual explanation

https://hcixaitutorial.github.io/


XAI algorithms XAI toolkits

XAI techniques Real-world XAI systems?  
Built by practitioners 

Serving many domains and user groups

HCXAI: bridging work from XAI algorithms to user experiences



XAI algorithms XAI toolkits

A toolbox of XAI techniques

HCXAI: bridging work from XAI algorithms to user experiences

Real-world XAI systems?  
Built by practitioners 

Serving many domains and user groups



• Navigate the toolbox: Drive technical choices by 

users’ explainability needs


• Assess the toolbox: Uncover pitfalls of existing 

XAI methods through empirical studies


• Expand the toolbox: Inform new methods and 

conceptual frameworks for human-compatible XAI


What are human-centered 
approaches doing for XAI?



Navigate the toolbox: Characterizing the 
space of users’ explainability needs



(Arrieta et al, 2019)

(Hind et al, 2019)

• Model developers, to improve or debug 
the model.


• Decision-makers, who are direct users, to 
make informed decisions.


• Impacted groups, whose life could be 
impacted by the AI, to seek recourse or 
contest the AI.


• Business owners or administrators, to 
assess an AI application’s capability, 
regulatory compliance, etc.


• Regulatory bodies, to audit for legal or 
ethical concerns such as fairness, safety, 
privacy, etc.

Who are the prototypical users of XAI?



Persona is not enough: user objectives

Suresh et al. Beyond Expertise and Roles: A Framework to Characterize the Stakeholders of Interpretable Machine Learning and their Needs. CHI 2021



Task 
objectives

Users who may 
engage in this task Example questions they may ask the AI

To improve or 
debug the model

Model Developers. 
Some applications would also 
allow other user groups to 
perform this task

- Is the AI’s performance good enough?
- How does the AI make predictions? How might it go wrong?
- Why does the AI make such a mistake?

To evaluate AI’s 
capability and form 
appropriate trust

All user groups can engage in 
this task at some point

- Is the AI’s performance good enough? What are the risks and 
limitations?

- What kinds of output can the AI give? 
- How does the AI work? Is it reasonable?

To make informed 
decisions or take 
better actions

Decision-Makers, Impacted 
Groups, and more

- Why is this instance predicted to be X?
- Why is this instance not predicted to be Y?
- How to change this instance to be predicted Y?
- How to make sure this instance remains to be X? What change is 

permitted?
To adapt usage or 
control

Decision-Makers, Business 
Owners, and more

- How does the AI make predictions? What can I supply or change for 
it to work well?

- What if I make this change?

To learn new 
knowledge about a 
domain

Decision-Makers, Business 
Owners, Impacted Groups, and 
more

- How does the prediction task work? What are the key features to 
consider? 

- What if this feature changes? How does it impact the outcome?
- Why is this instance not predicted to be Y as I would expect?

To ensure ethical 
or legal 
compliance

All user groups can engage in 
this task at some point

- How does the AI make predictions? Are there any legal/ethical 
concerns, such as discrimination, privacy, or security concerns?

- Why are the two instances/groups not treated the same by the AI?

Explainability needs expressed as questions

Check out my blog post with IBM Data & AI

Lim and Dey. Toolkit to support intelligibility in context-aware applications. UbiComp 2010

Graesser et al. Question‐driven explanatory reasoning. Applied Cognitive Psychology (1996)


https://medium.com/ibm-data-ai/building-explainable-ai-applications-with-question-driven-user-centered-design-36b71f15e506


Navigate the toolbox: User-centered 
Question-Driven XAI Design

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020 
Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Where we started: Research into XAI Design Practices

Research questions: 

• What is the design space 
of XAI UX?


• What are the design 
challenges?

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


Methodology

• Interviewed 20 designers working on 16 AI 
products 


1. Walk through the AI system

2. Common questions users might ask

3. Discuss each question card

4. General challenges to create XAI products
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Input: Provide comprehensive transparency of 
training data, especially the limitations


Output: Contextualize the system’s output in 
downstream tasks and the users’ overall workflow


Performance:  Help users understand the 
limitations of the AI and make it actionable


Global model:  Choose appropriate level of 
details to explain the model


Local: Distinguish between “why not” and “why”


Counterfactuals: Consider opportunities as utility 
features for analytics or exploration

• Explain data limitations and 
generalizability


• Explain output of multiple models


• Explain system changes


• Multi-level global explanations


• Interactive counterfactual explanations


• Social explanations


• Personalized and adaptive 
explanations


XAI Algorithms XAI UX

Opportunities for new methods Design guidelines to address user needs

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


Questions as re-framing the technical space of XAI

Questions as "boundary objects” supporting designer-engineer collaboration


Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

Question Explanations Example XAI techniques

Global how
(global model-wide)

• Describe the general model logic as feature impact*, rules✢ or decision-trees● 
(sometimes need to explain with a surrogate simple model)

• If the user is only interested in a high-level view, describe what are the top features 
or rules considered

ProfWeight*✢●, Global Feature 
Importance*, PDP*, DT Surrogate●

Why

• Describe how features of the instance, or what key features, determine the model’s 
prediction of it* 

• Or describe rules✢ that the instance fits to guarantee the prediction✢ 
• Or show similar examples● with the same predicted outcome to justify the model’s 

prediction

LIME*, SHAP*, LOCO*, Anchors✢, 
ProtoDash●

Why not
(a different prediction) 

• Describe what features of the instance determine the current prediction and/or with 
what changes the instance would get the alternative prediction*

• Or show prototypical examples✢  that had the alternative outcome

CEM* , Counterfactuals✢ , 
ProtoDash✢ (on alternative 
prediction)

How to be that
(a different prediction)

• Highlight feature(s) that if changed (increased, decreased, absent, or present) could 
alter the prediction to the alternative outcome, often with minimum effort required*

• Or show examples with minimum differences but had the alternative outcome✢

CEM*, Counterfactuals✢, DiCE✢

How to still be this
(the current prediction)

• Describe features/feature ranges* or rules✢ that could guarantee the same 
prediction

• Show examples that are different from the particular instance but still had the same 
outcome

CEM*, Anchors✢

What if • Show how the prediction changes corresponding to the inquired change of input PDP, ALE

Performance
• Provide performance metrics of the model
• Show uncertainty information for each prediction
• Describe potential strengths and limitations of the model

Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F1, 
AUC
Uncertainty Qauntification 360
FactSheets, Model Cards

Data
• Document comprehensive information about the training data, including the source, 

provenance, type, size, coverage of population, potential biases, etc.
FactSheets, DataSheets

Output • Describe the scope of output or system functions.
• Suggest how the output should be used for downstream tasks or user workflow

FactSheets, Model Cards

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/profwt/profwt.py
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#feature-importance
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#partial-dependence
https://github.com/h2oai/mli-resources/blob/master/notebooks/dt_surrogate.ipynb
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/lime/lime_wrapper.py
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/shap/shap_wrapper.py
https://github.com/h2oai/mli-resources/blob/master/notebooks/loco.ipynb
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/Anchors.html
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/protodash/PDASH.py
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/CFProto.html
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/CFProto.html
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/methods/CF.html
https://github.com/interpretml/DiCE
https://github.com/Trusted-AI/AIX360/blob/master/aix360/algorithms/contrastive/CEM.py
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/Anchors.html
https://oracle.github.io/Skater/reference/interpretation.html#partial-dependence
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/latest/methods/ALE.html
http://uq360.mybluemix.net/
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/object-detection#performance
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/datasheets-for-datasets/
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/examples/max_object_detector
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/object-detection#performance


• Challenge navigating the technical capabilities 

• Communication barriers and implementation cost 
impeding buy-in from data scientists and the team


Challenges for practitioners: “in the dark” design 
process 

It remains in this weird limbo where people know it's important.  
People see it happen. They don't know how to make it happen. 
And everybody's feeling their way in the dark with no lights. 

finding the right pairing to put the ideas of what’s right for the user 
together with what’s doable given the tools or the algorithms

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02478


Question-Driven XAI Design

Iteratively 
design and 
evaluate

Create a design including 
the candidate elements 
identified in step 3

Iteratively valuate the 
design with the user 
requirements identified  
in step 2 and fill the gaps

Step 4

Identify user
questions

Elicit user needs for 
XAI as questions 

Also gather user 
intentions and 
expectations for 
asking the questions

Step 1

Analyze 
questions

Cluster questions into 
categories and prioritize 
categories for the XAI UX 
to focus on

Summarize user intentions 
and expectations to identify 
key user requirements

Step 2

Map questions 
to modeling 
solutions

Map prioritized question 
categories to candidate XAI 
techniques as a set of 
functional elements that the 
design should cover

A mapping guide for 
supervised ML is provided 
for reference 

Step 3

Designers, 
users

Designers, 
product team

Designers, data 
scientists

Designers, data 
scientists, users

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Why is this 
patient predicted 

of this risk?
What made him 

high-risk?
What are his 
risk factors?

Why 

What can be done 
to reduce the 
patient’s risk?

What worked for 
other patients with 

similar profiles?

How to be that 

Performance 

`How well does it work?
On what types of 

patient might it work 

worse?

What is the 
population of the 

training data?

Is the training data similar to my 
patients?

Data AI for Explainable Healthcare 
Adverse Event Risk Prediction 

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Working paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Assess the toolbox: Uncovering pitfalls 
of existing XAI methods



Pitfalls of XAI algorithms

• Disconnect with user objectives and contexts in deployment


- Explainability defined in a vacuum v.s. actionable understanding


- Current proxy evaluation tasks used by AI researchers have limited 
evaluative power (Buçinca, 2020; Zhang, 2020)




“Proxy evaluation tasks” disconnect with usage 
contexts and objectives

Proxy task: simulatability test

Buçinca et al. Proxy tasks and subjective measures can be misleading in evaluating explainable AI systems. IUI 2020




“Proxy evaluation tasks” disconnect with usage 
contexts and objectives

Proxy task: simulatability test

Buçinca et al. Proxy tasks and subjective measures can be misleading in evaluating explainable AI systems. IUI 2020




Proxy task: simulatability test

Can I trust this 
AI prediction?

User objective:  appropriate reliance

“Proxy evaluation tasks” disconnect with usage 
contexts and objectives



Proxy task: simulatability test

How can I 
improve my diet?

User objective:  seek recourse action

“Proxy evaluation tasks” disconnect with usage 
contexts and objectives



Pitfalls of XAI algorithms

• Disconnect with user objectives and contexts in deployment


- “Explainability” defined in a vacuum v.s. actionable understanding


- Current proxy evaluation tasks used by AI researchers have limited 
evaluative power (Buçinca, 2020; Zhang, 2020)


• Disconnect with cognitive processes receiving XAI


- Unwarranted trust and confidence in models


- Inequality of experiences



XAI can lead to unwarranted trust and confidence

Showing explanation reduced decision accuracy (Zhang 2020)


Zhang et al. Effect of Confidence and Explanation on Accuracy and Trust Calibration in AI-Assisted Decision Making. FAT* 2020 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02114


XAI can lead to unwarranted trust and confidence

Showing explanation reduced decision accuracy (Zhang 2020)


“Interpretability tools” for data scientists can lead to over-
confidence in readiness for deployment (Kauer 2020)




XAI can lead to unwarranted trust and confidence

“Interpretability tools” for data scientists can lead to over-
confidence in readiness for deployment (Kauer 2020)


Even “placebic explanations” can increase 
trust (Einband, 2019)


Showing explanation reduced decision accuracy (Zhang 2020)




A blind spot in XAI? Plurality of cognitive processes

Read explanations 
carefully and able to 
understand it

When lacking either 
ability or motivation, 
invoke cognitive 
heuristics (and biases)

Ideal users assumed by 
XAI work

Real users interacting 
with AI systems



XAI can lead to inequalities of experience

AI novices had less performance gain but more 
illusory satisfaction (Szymanski, 2021)


Decreased task satisfaction for people with trait 
of low Need for Cognition (Ghai, 2020)


Benefited less from why-explanations in cognitive 
resource constraint settings (Robertson, 2021)


Ghai et al. Explainable Active Learning (XAL): Toward AI Explanations as Interfaces for Machine Teachers. CSCW 2020

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3432934


Expand the toolbox: From algorithmic 
explanations to actionable understanding



Paths forward: Cognitively compatible XAI

• Understand what heuristics are involved in XAI 
(Nourani, 2021; Ehsan 2021)


• Cultivate and leverage warranted heuristics  

• Interventions for deeper system 2 processing of 
XAI (Buçinca, 2021) 

• XAI with lower cognitive workload (Springer, 
2019; Abdul, 2020)


• Developing the design space for XAI 
communication 



Paths forward: Sociotechnical approaches to XAI

• AI systems are sociotechnical  

• The “explainable to whom” and their 
sense-making process should be 
socially situated 



Paths forward: Sociotechnical approaches to XAI

Ehsan et al. Expanding Explainability: Towards Social Transparency in AI systems. CHI 2021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.04719


Paths forward: Building on theories of human explanations

Malle’s process model of explanation 
selection (Miller, 2019) Explanation dialogue model 

(Madumal et al., 2019)

Models of normative and natural reasoning  
(Wang et al., 2019)

Johnson’s model of the collaborative explanation 
process (Mueller et al., 2019)



• Human-centered re-framing of 

technical spaces


• Make responsible use of technical 

toolboxes


• Expand practitioners’ toolbox with 

“design tools”


• Engage with deployment contexts and 

people’s lived experiences, and bring 

back into technical development
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Conclusions: HCI research as bridging work



Thank YOU!

veraliao@microsoft.com

www.qveraliao.com


@QVeraLiao

…and thanks to  
Rachel Bellamy, Amit Dhurandhar, Jonathan Dodge, Casey Dugan, Upol Ehsan, Bhavya 
Ghai, Werner Geyer, Daniel Gruen, Jaesik Han, Michael Hind, Stephanie Houde, David 
Piorkowski, Aleksandra Mojsilović, Sarah Miller, Tim Miller, Michael Muller, Shweta Narkar, 
Milena Pribić, John Richards, Mark Riedl, Daby Sow, Chenhao Tan, Richard Tomsett, Kush 
Varshney, Justin Weisz, Yunfeng Zhang
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